
”FIVE Ws” is the first part of a cycle of events by the project we called &nd.
The stated objective is to create a mobile platoform, aimed at the promotion of young artists, proposing a comparison 
between heterogeneous reality in public and privat areas.

The choice of concept was born from the desire to formalize our same project following the cognitive rule of the “Five Ws”:  
Who ?, What ?, When ?, Where ?, Why ?, focusing the critical points that a research involves and analyzing them individually.
In contrast to the web phenomenon of the spoiler, the answers to the five questions will not simply antcipate but it  will 
be revealed to each of the five exhibitions we propose.

A bus, an October Sunday in a picnic area.
This is the idea born for “where?” Penultimate appointment of Five Ws, a different platform and an unconventional 
location.

We reflected on how to contribute to a constructive and popular debate on the art of our time - too often spoiled 
by the forms and places in which it is shown - we reasoned about the possibility of offering a restricted but open 
fruition and also on the desire to create an informal experience of debate and sharing necessary to broaden the 
horizons of each one to multiple opportunities for observation and exchange.

The goal is to weave new connections and establish a relationship of real confrontation and continuity between the 
public and artists in a vision of contemporaneity in a different contact with doing that is not necessarily subjected 
to theoretical forcing.
With this proposal we have been working on several operational fronts (artist, curator, travel agency, telephone 
mobbig, etc.). We imagined an happening like a trip between friends that becomes an ironic contemporary contralto

The trip was the leitmotiv of this day and the bus, the vehicle that brought us here, hosts the works of 4 artists who 
are distant and different for practice and research.
Traveling together they use this curious container which, like the epic Homeric horse, keeps them inside, transporting 
them in an unusual place.
The display of the exhibition is designed according to the Beuys mode “don’t expose; drop it off”.

If the shift has the power to generate change, the de-contextualization of these works from their potential 
“container” is intended to be an approach operation.
“The objects in reality are closer than they appear”: something like this is written on the rear-view mirrors of the 
cars and it’s still true in this context.

&nd project develops itself in the running, because it doesn’t want to follow an example, but to offer an ever-
watchful look at the contemporaneity that we prefer.
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// ARTIST BIO 

- Guglielmo Castelli: 1987, lives and works in Turin.
recent exhibitios - “Goodmorning Bambino” (Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin,2018); “UNCERTAINTIES 
- IMPROBABILITIES” (Hopstreet Gallery, Bruxelles,2018); “CHALLENGING BEAUTY” (THE PARKVIEW 
MUSEUM, Singapore, 2018).

- Luigi Lume: 1990, lives and works between Caserta and Naples.
recent exhibitions  -  Street art Fest “Memorie Urbane” (Gaeta, 2018); “Giambattista Vico, pagine 
e immagini” (Biblioteca Universitaria Nazionale, 2018); “Environment” (Centometriquadri Arte 
Contemporanea, Santa Maria Capua Vetere, 2018).

- Ettore Marinelli: 1991, lives and works between Agnone and Naples.
recent exhibitions  - “PREMIO SULMONA” (Polo Museale Civico Diocesano, Sulmona,2018); “Altern 
Art” (Galleria 180, Isernia, 2018); “AUT AUT” (Circolo Sannitico di Campobasso, 2018).
- Pontificia Fonderia Marinelli: official bell producer for the papal state since year 1000.

- Perla Sardella: 1991, lives and works between Milan and Naples.
recent exhibitions  - Bunker (Brescia, 2018); “Unleashing Screensaver” (Columbia University - New York 
City, 2018); “Leave them girls alone” (Lavanderia self service dell’Isola, Milano, 2018).

// SPECIAL THANKS

&nd project is gratefull to Castiello Viaggi agency and to restaurant “Da Fofò” (via Bernini, Naples) for the 
availability and support provided for the realization of “WHERE?”.

// &nd project is curated by Federica Romano, Fabrizio Monsellato, Nicola Piscopo e Salvatore Ricci.
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